Project Adri.SmArtFish
Awareness-rising seminar for Small-Scale Fishery operators
within the 13th International Fisheries Fair

AGENDA
Date: November 22nd, 2019
Venue: Poreč, Croatia – Istrian County
Sports Hall Žatika
15:00 -16:00 Pilot activities aimed at protecting and developing the small - scale coastal fishing
1st part
16:00 -16:15 Coffee Break
16:15 -16:45 Pilot activities aimed at protecting and developing the small - scale coastal fishing
2nd part
16:45 -17:45 Stakeholder Discussion Board – In the framework of Project WP5, SSF operators and
Partner representatives will discuss the creation of a Cross-Border association
19:30 Dinner

European Regional Development Fund

www.italy-croatia.eu/adrismartfish

Project Adri.SmartFish
Istrian County, Pazin
We invite you to:

Awareness - rising seminar for Small-Scale Fishery operators
within the 13th International Fisheries Fair

22th November 2019 in 15:00h
Istrian County, Administrative Department for Agriculture, Forestry, Hunting,
Fisheries and Water Management

Subject:
“Pilot activities aimed at protecting and developing the small - scale coastal fishing”

European Regional Development Fund

Adri.SmArtFish
Awareness-rising seminar for Small-Scale Fishery operators
within the 13th International Fisheries Fair
minutes
Date: November 22th 2019
Time: 15:00 – 18:00 ca.
Place: Poreč, Sports Hall Žatika
Participants:
Nr

Partner

Name

LP

VENETO REGION

Alberto Caccin

PP1

CA”FOSCARI UNIVERSITY OF VENICE

Coulcn’t attend

PP2

AUTONOMUOS REGION OF FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA

Alberto Fonzo
Elena Vianello
Piergiorgio Vasi
PP3

EMILIA ROMAGNA REGION

Vittorio Ellio Manduca
Luca Chiodini
Ezio Pinzan

PP5

REGION OF ISTRIA

Graciano Prekalj
Petra Perhat

PP6

PRIMORJE-GORSKI KOTAR COUNTY

PP7

ZADAR COUNTY

Mladen Brajan
Ana Grzunov
Martina Glavić
Sanja Matić Skoko

PP8

INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY AND FISHERIES

Karla Morozin
Miso Pavčić
Mario Jurašić

PP9

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE

Josip Furčić
Željko Lanča
Maja Vižintin
Deaniele Turcovich
Nino Mrvica
Zović Kristijan

Other representatives of fishermen and the fisheries sector

Diego Makovac
Franka Makovac
Ossich Rino
Robert Momić
Patrizia Masetti
Laura Angelini
Aldo Tasselli

LP4, Marche Region could not attend the seminar for justified reasons.
Daily Agenda
15:00 -16:00 Pilot activities aimed at protecting and developing the small - scale coastal
fishing 1st part
16:00 -16:15 Coffee Break
16:15 -16:45 Pilot activities aimed at protecting and developing the small - scale coastal fishing
2nd part
16:45 -17:45 Stakeholder Discussion Board – In the framework of Project WP5, SSF operators
and Partner representatives will discuss the creation of a Cross-Border association

Point 1
Initially, project partners and other attendees were greeted by dr.sc. Ezio Pinzan, Head
of Administrative Department for Agriculture, Fisheries, Forestry, Hunting and Water
Management, who is also the representative of the project partner of the Region of
Istria.

A seminar on Pilot Activities for the Protection and Development of Small-scale
Coastal Fisheries was held by fisheries expert dr. Aldo Tasselli, hired by a project
partner of the Region of Istria, who was also in charge of organizing the seminar.

Beside the representatives of the project partners, the seminar was attended by other
representatives of the fishermen and fishing sector from the Italian and Croatian
sides.

Dr. Tasseli presented to the stakeholders in the fisheries sector the Adri.SmArtFish
project, its goals and activities as well as the idea of forming a cross-border
association through WP 5 – Policy making and shared management.

After the presentation held by dr. Aldo Tasselli, Lead Partner representative, Alberto
Caccin informed all attendees on upcoming activities to be carried out in the coming
period.

Point 2
After the seminar was over, an active discussion was opened in the framework of the
Joint Discussion Boards foreseen in Project WP5, Act. 5.1,
Representatives of the partners, as well as fishermen participated in the discussion.

During the discussion, stakeholders commented on current problems in the smallscale coastal fisheries sector, the similarities and differences between Italian and
Croatian fishermen, and the opportunities to form a cross-border association, its
objectives and main tasks that the association will carry out.
The starting observation was that it is useful to share between Italian and Croatian
SSF approaches not yet experimented, and the Consortium can be a means to achieve
this. However, the main difficulty in setting up a CB consortium is scale: in GSA 17
there are about 3500 active SSF enterprises. Uniting all of them is unrealistic, but what
the Project can do is starting a small core, which can prove the worth of the operation
and convince more fishermen/enterprises to join the Consortium in time.
Croatian fishermen remarked that there are many issues a consortium can help to
address:
-

Helping SSF operators overcome administrative difficulties in starting
direct-sale business;

-

Helping operators overcome difficulties in registering their vessels for
fishing-tourism;

-

Giving SSF enterprises more contract power, enabling them to get a higher
share from the sale of their catch (presently the biggest part of the earnings
goes to restaurants);

-

Allowing them to obtain dedicated unload points from municipalities;

-

Valorising their produce;

-

Helping to overcome bureaucratic obstacles in general;

-

Helping to mutually improve the condition of SSF sector on both sides of
GSA17, and to reduce differences between the two countries.

Conclusion
The conclusion is that the new formed association will unite the work of Italian and
Croatian fishermen with the aim of making the sectors on both sides better
functioning, joint appearance in the markets, joint promotion, increasing production of
individual species, increasing of consumption, protection of the sea and biodiversity.

During the discussion, it was concluded that the Croatian and the Italian fishermen will
exchange their experiences and share their knowledge, which will ultimately be one of
the

main

goals

of

the

new

formed

association.

The next meeting of project partners representatives with the fishermen was
announced on 16 December 2019 in Venice, to which project partner representatives were
invited to participate with as many fishermen from their area as possible, so that the
discussion on the formation of the new association could continue.

